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SUSHI LOUNGE

WHITE WINES
BIG FIRE PINOT GRIS 11/40
mcminville, oregon

LANDMARK OVERLOOK CHARDONNAY 12/44

JOEL GOTT PINOT GRIS 13/48
willamette valley, oregon

FROG’S LEAP CHARDONNAY 16/60
napa valley, carneros

PETER MERTES RIESLING 9/34
mosel, germany

STAGS’ LEAP CHARDONNAY 16/60
napa valley, california

WHITE SKY WHITE BLEND 12/44
vintage sellection, oregon

NAPA CELLARS CHARDONNAY 18/68

GALERIE NAISSANCE SAUVIGNON BLANC 15/56

THE BELLINGHAM CITRUS GROVE CHENIN BLANC 9/34

sonoma, california

napa valley, california

napa valley, california

RED WINES
COTES DE ROSES 12/44
spain, 100% garnacha

INTRINSIC CABERNET SAUVIGNON 13/48

LYRIC ETUDE PINOT NOIR 12/44
santa barbara county, california

JUSTIN CABERNET SAUVIGNON 15/56

MEIOMI PINOT NOIR 14/52
napa valley, california

FORTRESS CABERNET (2012) 18/68

BERINGER ESTATES GROWN PINOT NOIR -/120
sonoma coast, napa valley

STAG’S LEAP ARTEMIS CABERNET 25/100

ST. FRANCIS MERLOT 11/40
sonoma valley, california

FREEMARK ABBEY CABERNET BORDEAUX STYLE 20/70

PICOS DEL MONTGO GARNACHA 11/40
carinena, spain

CLARENDELLE BORDEAUX 20/70

ALTOS LAS HORMIGAS MALBEC 11/40
mendoza, argentina

JUSTIN ISOSCELES BORDEAUX -/120

PIATELLI MALBEC 13/48

CAKEBREAD DANCING BEAR CABERNET 2012 (LIMITED) -/280

columbia valley, washington

paso robles, california

sonoma valley, california

napa valley, california

napa valley, california

bordeaux, france

paso robles, california

mendoza, argentina

napa valley, california

SPARKLING WINES
VILLA SANDI FRESCO PROSECCO 9/34
italy

LOUIS ROEDERER BRUT CHAMPAGNE 18/65
france

BEERS
SUIYOUBI NO NEKO BELGIAN WHITE 8

OZE IPA 11

ECHIGO KOSHIHIKARI 10

SAPPORO 6

TOKYO BLACK PORTER 8

HITACHINO NEST WHITE ALE 9

GINGA KOGEN HEFEWEIZEN 10

ORION 7

LOCAL BEERS

LYRIC ALE – ORPHEUS BREWERY (SAISON) 6
SWEETWATER 420 6

SAKE LIST

JUNMAI/HONJOZO

(8 oz / 24 oz)

KIKUSUI FUNAGUCHI GOLD (GOLD BULLET) -/15
full bodied and full of fresh flavor of ripe fruits (200ml can)

KINOENE 16/-

stronger personality and boldness of umami
by not polishing away the outer layers of sake rice

KIKUSUI FUNAGUCHI GREEN (GREEN BULLET) -/17
full bodied, impact full, bright, fresh, crisp, and fun (200ml can)

HAKKAISAN HONJOZO 19/-

mellow and clean with noticeably dry finish

TOKUBETSU JUNMAI
SESSHU OTOKOYAMA (MAN’S MOUNTAIN) 19/elegant and deliciously dry, mellow, balanced, rice forward,
smooth finish

(8 oz / 24 oz)

SUIGEI (DRUNKEN WHALE) 19/reserved aroma, gentle rice notes, perfect acidity and fine finish.
perfect to drink warm

JUNMAI GINJO

EIGHT PRIVATE LABEL 17/48

(8 oz / 24 oz)

KIKUSUI ORGANIC -/23

made with the grandfather of all sake rice “OMACHI” of
okayama prefecture. complex characteristics, clear aroma, dense and
layered flavors, well preserved silky, and lively character

certified by the national organic program, carries it self with a
quiet dryness, ripened banana on the front nose, understated
honeydew flavor on the palate (300ml bottle)

KOJI JUNMAI GINJO 16/-

OZE RYUJIN KAKUSHI (DRAGON GOD) 19/55
soft water, feminine, fresh, and fruit forward with plush,
cream-like mouthfeel. sensational!

KAIUN (GOOD LUCK) 19/55

EXCLUSIVE TO EIGHT SUSHI!
Lightly fragrant & very flavorful sake.
1 of 3 Katsuyama sake that is said to be fit for feudal lords.

produced by georgia’s own sake guru, koji aoto,
who tirelessly strives to introduce more people to sake.
bold, dry, finishes clean to be perfectly enjoy cold

KATSUYAMA “KEN” 80

bright, well- balanced and mellow, mildly rice-forward, rich but dry finish

HIZO OTOKOYAMA 19/55

full bodied, lightly nuanced, boldly rice forward, amooth, and stikingly dry

JUNMAI DAIGINJO/DAIGINJO

KATSUYAMA “DEN” 150

OZE NO YUKIDOKE -/100

EXCLUSIVE TO EIGHT SUSHI!
Brewed with traditional sake brewing method,
“DEN” gives a fruity aroma and distinct rich mouthwateringflavor.
“Den” means “tradition” that refers to the sake brewing method.

enticing and elegant aroma that refreshes and cleanses the senses.
splendidly floral and grain notes with a gust of cool wind finish.

BORN GOLD 21/60

stored unpsturized in 10 degrees celcius and the lack of carbon
filtration (muroka) leads to a large presence of flavor and lively aroma

KATSUYAMA “AKATSUKI” 250

EXCLUSIVE TO EIGHT SUSHI!
“AKATSUKI” is amazingly complex with many tantalizing
opportunities for pairings.
“AKATSUKI” means “centrifuge” sake meaning the mash is
separated using a space age centrifuge machine.

DASSAI 50 -/70

refreshing, engaging, round and full bodied. a prized winning
product with graceful aroma that made this sake to be regarded
as “the perfect sake”

NIGORI
KIKUSUI PERFECT SNOW -/22

this full bodied and fragrant nigori is
creamy and sweet, with a crisp finish (300ml bottle)

(8 oz / 24 oz)

(8 oz / 24 oz)

SHIRAKAWAGO NIGORI -/20

coarsely filtered cloudy sake, mellow yet wealthy in aroma
(300ml bottle)

SPARKLING
SHIRAKAWAGO SPARKLING -/40

refreshingly effervescent, mellow, rice-forward,
balanced, and slightly sweet (500ml bottle)

DASSAI SPARKLING -/35

exhibits a vivid flavor and a delicate yet full body,
with a clear-cut semi-sweet finish (360mL bottle)

